
Big Bull 3 cu. yd. Big Bull 2 cu. yd.

Junior Bull 1 cu. yd.

Baby Bull 3/4 cu. yd.
Baby Bull 1/2 cu. yd.

on casters with push handle
Baby Bull 1/3 cu. yd.

Baby Bull “Stretch” 1 cu. yd.
on casters and Dump-From-Seat™

option

Baby Bull “Stretch”
1-1/2 cu. yd.

Mini Bull “Stretch” on casters,
Open-End with optional Back-Stop

1/2 cu. yd.

100%
Satisfaction
Guarantee*

see back cover 
for details

If you want quality, strength and ease of use...
trust Iron Bull.

Waste and Material Handling Made Easy
Self-dumping waste and scrap hoppers

Sawmills and Pallet Shops
See page 10

Metal Fabrication and MachiningSawdust Hoppers - 3/4 yd to 10 yd. capacity

See page 13

Furniture & Cabinet Makers 
and Storage Barn Builders.  See pages 10-11



Iron Bull Hopper Capacities

H

L

Big Bull Series - (H 43”x L 72”)
Economy Series - (H 41.5”x L 72”)

Junior Bull Series - (H 36”x L 66”)  
Economy Series - (H 34”x L 66”) 

Baby Bull Series - (H 29”x L 50”) 
Economy Series - (H 27”x L 48”) 

Mini Bull Series - 
(H 26”x L 38”)
Economy Series - 
(H 23.75 x L 38”)

Brahma Bull Series - (H 63”x L 90”)
Economy Series - (H 57”x L 90”)

Note: each hopper within a particular series has

the same height and length.  Only the width varies

to handle the different capacities.  For instance, the

Brahma Bull 4yd and the Brahma Bull 6yd are both

60”high and 90” long.  Only the width is different.

Use the following chart to help you choose the

cubic size you need.

Mini Bull Series (H 26”x L 38”) / Economy Series (H 23.75”x L 38”)

The Mini Bull series has an ultra low profile and is short.  The overall height is 26”and the length

is 38”.  Designed for narrow or tight areas.  Available in 1/8 yd. increments .

Capacity: 1/8 (17”W), 1/4 (30”W), 3/8 (42”W)

“Stretch” Series Capacity: 1/2 (57”W), 5/8 (70”W), 3/4, (84”W), 7/8 (98”W), 1yd. (111”W)

Baby Bull Series (H 29”x L 50”) / Economy Series (H 27”x L 48”)

The Baby Bull Series is also a low profile hopper.  The overall height is 30” and the length is

50”.  This series is very popular in the wood working industry.  It is ideal for placing beside

your table saw, or, with the Bat-Wing™ Base, underneath your chop saw bench.

Capacity: 1/3 (25”W), 1/2 (37”W), 3/4 (55”W)  

“Stretch” Series Capacity: 1 (73”W), 11/4 (90”W), 11/2yd. (102”W)

Junior Bull Series (H 36”x L 66”) / Economy Series (H 34”x L 66”)

The Junior Bull series is a medium height hopper.  The overall height is 36”and the length is 66”. 

Capacity: 3/4 (33”W), 1 (43”W), 11/4 (53”W), 11/2 (63”W)  

“Stretch” Series Capacity: 13/4 (73”W), 2yd. (83”W)

Big Bull Series (H 43”x L 72”) / Economy Series (H 41.5”x L 72”)

The Big Bull series is our most popular.  Overall height is 43”and the length is 72”.  Be sure your

forklift has the correct capacity to handle these when full.

Capacity: 11/2 (46”W), 2 (58”W), 21/2 (72”W), 3 (86”W)  

“Stretch” Series Capacity: 31/2 (100”W), 4 yd. (114”W)

Brahma Bull Series (H 63”x L 90”) / Economy Series (H 57”x L 90”)

The Brahma Bull series’overall height is 60”and the length is 90”.  These hoppers hold lots of

material!  Be sure your forklift has the correct capacity to handle these when full.

Capacity: 4 (62”W), 5 (76”W), 6 (90”W), 7 (104”W), 8yd. (118”W)

The widths vary depending on capacity.
The chart below indicates the widths to each capacity size.

Is the material large and bulky or tight

and dense?

Is height a limiting factor? 

Such as being used beside a 

table saw or placed under a conveyor.

Is space at a premium? 

Such as between two pieces of 

equipment or equipment and a wall

Is the material long or short?

How often do I want to dump the 

hopper? The longer between dumping,

then the larger the hopper needs to be.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Iron Bull makes 5 different series of hoppers.

On the left is a description of each series.

Within these 5 series, you can choose from a

total of 30 different sizes from the Mini Bull

to the Brahma Bull. 

Determining the right size
for your operation

All measurements are approximate and may vary slightly. 

Width

Height

Length
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Duty Ratings and Suggested Uses

Furniture and cabinet makers

Sawmills and pallet shops
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Light Duty Economy 
Available only in Mini Bull 
and Baby Bull Series

Heavy Duty Economy
Available in all Series except 

the Baby Bull

Heavy Duty Standard
Available in all 5 Series

Extra Heavy Duty
Available in all 5 Series

Super Heavy Duty
Available in all 5 Series

Super Heavy Duty
Economy
Available in all Series except the 

Brahma Bull

14 gauge formed 
7 gauge 

open style base
1,500 lb.

For intermittent use and very light material

such as cardboard, dry sawdust or shavings.

Hopper
GaugeHopper Model

Tapered
Slide Box

Top Edge Base Capacity

optional

12 gauge formed
7 gauge 

open style base
2,000 lb.

For general plant maintenance, lightweight

recycling, cardboard, light wood scraps, light

metal, etc.  Intermittent use.

optional

12 gauge welded angle
7 gauge full length

channel base

Mini Bull has open style

2,800 lb.
For general plant maintenance, lightweight

recycling, cardboard, light wood scraps, light

metal, etc.  Continuous use.
standard

10 gauge welded angle
7 gauge full length

channel base

Mini Bull has open style

5,000 lb.
For heavy wood chunks, scrap metal, dense

trash and just heavier all around use. standard

7 gauge welded angle
1/4” full length

channel base

Mini Bull has open style

7,000 lb.

For heavy scrap and heavy shock loads of all

sorts.  Stone, metal, glass, brick, hardwood,

etc.  This model will give years of heavy duty

usage day-in and day-out.  A good choice for

sawmills and pallet shops.  Used extensively

in all types of heavy industry.

standard

7 gauge formed 1/4” open 

style base

6,000 lb.

After requests from the scrap yard  industry

for a less expensive yet heavy duty hopper,

we are now offering  the Super Heavy Duty

Model in an economy version.  It is identical

to the Super Heavy Duty except it has a

formed top edge and an open style base.

standard

Usage

Large volume clean-up

Construction Sites (see page 15 for more info)

. . . there’s no reason for your workers 
to spend time cleaning up scrap and 

waste messes like this.

If your business profits doing work  like this...

The table below gives guidance on Iron Bull Hopper specifications and suggestions for applications of various kinds.  Iron Bull is

always seeking input from customers.  We welcome your inquiry for a waste handling challenge needing a custom solution.
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Base cross tie channel. Is it open face 
up or down?
All Iron Bull bases are built open face down for less

debris build-up, less moisture retention and therefore

less rust.  Plus a nicer, cleaner looking unit.

A properly designed base will have much less upkeep. 

While it is slightly more expensive initially, the extra cost 

will soon pay for itself in less repair costs and downtime.

Allowing for easier and faster fork entry into the base, also saves the base from

“Dings and dents”.  This feature is standard on all regular models and offered as

an option on the Economy Models.

The Hopper Base
Easy 

forktruck

fork entry
How is it built?
Full length channel bases are greatly superior, for durability and

strength, compared to the open base design.

All Iron Bull hoppers (except the Mini Bull) in the 
Heavy Duty Standard (2,800lb capacity) and heavier models come with a full
length channel base, configured like this, for superior strength. This style base
also helps with forktruck-to-hopper alignment.

Iron Bull’s Economy Models have an “open base”
design configured like this.  Most hopper manufacturers use the open base
design for all their hoppers - even their heavy duty models. These bases bend
and twist much easier than a channel base.

Mini Bull series
are all open style

Base cross tie channel, open
face down. Engineered for
extra strength and prevents
debris build up.

For areas that have restricted height, the Bat-Wing™ Base is constructed 

to lower the hopper 2-1/2”when using casters without losing hopper

capacity. See page 10 to view an in-use photo.

Bat-Wing™ base option

Iron Bull’s innovative Tapered Slide Box™

Standard base fork opening on all models is 21/2” high.
(3” opening is optional).

Limited edition collectors 

models for the smallest of jobs!

This attention to detail is obvious all the way from our collection of our tiny 20% scale collectors models to our huge Brahma Bull Series

These 20% scale collectors models are for sale at $287.00 each

Our attention to detail is second to none
from hopper users in different industries, we are constantly innovating and

designing hoppers to help our customers with faster and easier clean up. 

Meticulous attention to detail and customer needs is a hallmark at Iron Bull.

From our own observations, field testing and especially from feedback

Why Iron Bull?
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Big Bull

3 yd hopper shown

Just as important as the steel thickness however, is the hopper

design and the way it is put together.  Here at Iron Bull, we have

done extensive research on other brands.  We have taken the

strong points of other hoppers and put them into a single package. 

Check these features on page 7.

■ Wrap around lip on back corners

■ Welded reinforcing angle around top edge

■ Side of hopper extending down past the bottom and 

welded solid

■ Welded gussets on inside front corners

These features, put together in one single hopper, add up to a well

built unit with great structural integrity.

The Hopper

Big Bull

2 yd hopper

shown

Overall structural integrity in a hopper is determined by a couple of

factors. The first is the steel thickness.  The thicker or heavier the steel,

the greater the hopper strength.  Thicker steel also has greater 

resistance to “dings and dents” and punctures from heavy material 

or careless forktruck operation.

Choosing the Hopper Steel Thickness
Each hopper size has different steel thicknesses to choose from.

The steel thickness of the hopper and the hopper base design

determine the duty rating and rate capacity rating.

The duty ratings are an important selection factor.  For instance, if

the material being put into the hopper are heavy chunks of hard-

wood or metal that will fall with some force, then, even if the

weight of a full hopper is less than the weight capacity, a heavier

duty hopper will be a better choice.  The thicker steel in the heavier

duty hopper will have greater “ding and dent” resistance which of

course means less repairs and longer hopper life.

Open-End Self-Dumping Hopper
Designed for handling long materials.  Great for lumber,

pipe, storm debris, fencing material and bags of salt,

cement and fertilizer, etc.
Big Bull 
Open-End Hopper

Truckload of hoppers heading to an RV factory in Topeka, Indiana
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Safe & Easy
Dumping!

Automatic Dump-From-Seat™ Options

Iron Bull offers two different options that make dumping the hopper quicker 

and easier.  Both options are very popular with our customers.

■ Dump-From-Seat™ with retractable latch rope

■ Automatic Push-and-Dump™

Both features allow the operator to dump the hopper without getting 

off the forktruck.

The Dump-From-Seat™ retractable latch rope option

A nylon leash extends or retracts as 

needed.  The latch rope reel has a 

magnetic mounting clip, keeping the reel

on the hopper when not in use (pic 1).

For in use, simply remove from hopper

and magnetically stick it to the forktruck

frame (pic 2).  To dump, just lock the

thumb button and pull (pic 3).  After

dumping, tilt the forktruck mast back and

the hopper will automatically roll back

into its locked position again.

Automatic Push-and-Dump™ option
The Automatic Push and Dump™ is designed for dumping into roll-offs or other large

waste containers.  By pushing the latch push tube gently against the edge of the large

waste container, the hopper latch is released, dumping its material quickly and safely.

(Pic 2) Reel on forktruck frame

(Pic 1) Magnetic reel on hopper

Latch push tube

The hopper latch tube is triggered when gently pressed against 
the edge of the large container. Tilting the forktruck mast back will
automatically bring hopper back into its locked position again.

No need to get off the forktruck to release the 
hopper latch and then climb back on again.
With these options, you do this all from the seat.

(Pic 3) Reel with thumb button locked. Pulling dumps the hopper.

Reduce Potential Injury and Liability. Eliminate wasted time.
Dump Without Leaving the Forktruck Seat.
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Iron Bull Helps Forktruck Operators
Our self-dumping hoppers are engineered with maximum ease and efficiency of operation in mind.

Iron Tough and Bull Strong™

Iron Bull offers some of the toughest, strongest self-dumping hoppers on the market today.  
These heavy duty features add up to a hopper that will give you years and years of service.

Full length channel base for 
superior strength*

Welded reinforcing angle all 
along the top edge

Standard on all hoppers except Economy models

Wrap around welded lip on back corners
increases structural integrity

Standard on all models.

Full
length

lip

*Not available for economy models.

Additional welded gusset greatly enhances
front corner strength 

Standard on all hoppers 1 cu. yd. and larger 
except Economy models

Sides of hopper extend down past  hopper
bottom for added strength

Standard on all models.

Base cross tie channel, open face down.
Engineered for extra strength as well as 

preventing build up of debris.
Standard on all models.

Tapered Slide Box™ for easy forktruck fork alignment

The tapered slide box gives more clearance for easier and

quicker fork entry.

Here forktruck
is misaligned
with hopper.

But the Iron Bull 
forktruck-to-hopper
alignment feature helps
the operator insert the
forks more quickly 
without additional
maneuvering.

Feature 1 
The Tapered Slide Box™ for easy up and down 

fork alignment. This innovative feature allows 

the forks on the forktruck to be misaligned up 

or down and still enter the hopper base without

stopping to adjust the fork height.

Feature 2 
The base length channel for positive forktruck-to-

hopper alignment.

Hopper aligns
with forktruck
when weight
allows.

(Birds eye view diagram)

Iron Bull's self-dumping hopper 
Positive-Alignment-System™ consists of 
two features that make it both quicker 
and easier for transport with your forktruck.

Taken together these two features not only make

it faster but also a more pleasant experience for

your forktruck operator.

Forktruck-to-hopper alignment feature



2 yd. Big Bull

5 ft “Stretch” 1/2 yd.
Mini Bull Open-One-End
with Back-Stop

6 ft “Stretch” 1 yd.
Baby Bull

3 yd. Big Bull

6 ft

“We used to have a lot of sawdust clean up at the end of
the day. Using Iron Bull, we cut our clean up time in half .”

- Graves Sawmill, Redding Iowa 
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What Iron Bull Hoppers Can Do For You

Improve Organization

Iron Bull hoppers can help meet your goal of having a safe, efficient

and pleasant workplace.  We understand that the best way to get

things done is with good organization.  This includes having the 

right tools for handling scrap and clean up.

Faster and Easier Clean Up

Using Iron Bull Hoppers can cut clean-up time by as much as half,

sometimes even more.  Specially designed Iron Bull Hoppers reduce

the amount of floor space dedicated to scrap collection without giv-

ing up capacity.  When a shop is better organized, it’s easier to keep

clean.  And vice versa – a clean shop is  easier to keep organized.

Safer Workshop

A clean, well-organized workspace is a safer place to work.  Using 

an Iron Bull hopper is a safe, easy, and quick way to handle scrap.  

Iron Bull’s hoppers will keep your workplace a pleasant place to work,

boosting employee morale and productivity.  Using Iron Bull can

reduce employee insurance claims and down-time injuries.

Workers appreciate a clean, well-organized shop.  They will have

more confidence and personal satisfaction in the work they do

when they have an excellent work environment to do it in.

“Your hoppers are more heavy duty and  they hold up better.

They may be a tad  more expensive but are well worth it.”

-  A woodshop customer in Nappanee, IN
Owner of 55 Iron Bull Hoppers 

“We are very happy with our Iron Bull Hoppers. 

They do a great job.”

- Jordan Sweet, Overholt Sheds,  Delta, Colorado, 

Manufacturer of Portable Buildings



Dump 
from seat

technology
See page 6

t “Stretch” 1 yd.
Baby Bull

5 ft “Stretch”
1/2 yd.
Mini Bull Open-
One-End on Casters

9 yd. capacity hopper with skid steer attachment  The sides and back are
constructed of expanded metal to cut down on weight  List price: $3,897

“We dump our scrap 1000 ft. from our shop. Doing this with 
our small hoppers took a lot of time  Now we dump the small
hoppers into this 9 yd. custom built hopper and empty it just a
couple times a week. It’s a big time saver for us.”

- Paul Graber, Green City Cabinets in Oden, Indiana
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“We used to use wooden boxes.  With Iron Bull, we now dump our
scrap in a fraction of the time and in a much safer manner - we are
very safety minded here.”

- John Helmuth, Ayr Cabinet in Nappanee, Indiana

- Furniture & Cabinet Shops

- Pallet Shops

- Sawmills

- Metal Fabrication & 

Machine Shops

- Storage Barn Builders

- Scrap Yards

- Construction Crews

- Agriculture Operations

- Glass Shops

- RV Factories

- Firewood processors

“We really like our hopper for our glass shop. It can easily be dumped
by one person. It is a far cry better than our home-made one.”

Clear Cut Glass, Shipshewana Indiana

“ We have a 2 yd. Big Bull and really like the base with the
tapered slide box.  I wonder how we ever did without it.”

Crystal Lake Metal Sales, Moore, Montana

Andrew Herschberger

Iron Bull Hoppers are being used by:



Baby Bull hoppers with Bat-Wing bases.
Seen here at Creekside Structures, Rockville, IN

Iron Bull’s optional Bat-Wing™ Base features casters mounted on a base that lowers the

hopper 2-1/2” to fit beneath fabrication equipment like table saws, chop saws and other

tools.  This popular option allows for using space that is often wasted. See page 4 for

close-up view of base.

Space Saving Solutions
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The Iron Bull Bat-Wing™ Base

As we listened to the challenges of owners and workers in the 

woodworking industry, we saw that while old style conventional 

hoppers had a place in the market, new kinds of waste hoppers 

and bins could help solve some significant problems.

The problems included narrow spaces unable to fit conventional 

hoppers, clutter on the floor, the use of containers like barrels and 

boxes not suited for the purpose, too many trips to roll-off containers,

dangerous tipping and emptying maneuvers, potential trip hazards, 

and frustration about having to stop constructive work to deal with 

accumulated scrap and waste on the floor.

Then we went to work.  For example, we have customers who want 

maximum capacity while still fitting the waste hopper underneath

bench tools like a chop saw.

We solved that challenge with what we call our Bat-Wing™ Base design.

This keeps the hopper neatly out of the way, while leaving the hoppers

accessible to easily empty and return. In some set ups, scrap drops

directly into the hopper, another time saver. 

In the fast paced sawmill and pallet industry, efficiency and safety

are key.  Iron Bull’s huge Brahma Bull trash hoppers and 10 ft. 

Open-End Slab Wood Hoppers are designed for fast, efficient and

safe handling of sawmill and pallet shop waste.  You can dump the

waste without leaving the forktruck seat. See page 6 for automatic

Dump-from-Seat™options.

Our EZ-Load Firewood Hopper. Also great
for loading mulch.  See page 14 for more
information.

Large Capacity Slab Wood Hoppers as seen here at Walnut Acres Sawmill, Rockville, IN

Other space saving hoppers we have designed

■ “Stretch” Hoppers: For handling long scrap. See page 11.

■ Baby Bull Hoppers: Table saw hugging hoppers that eliminate 

time and motion steps for workers. See page 11.

■ Drop-Bottom™ Hoppers:  Super efficient space saving hoppers. 

See page 12 and 13.

“We used to put our long scrap in a regular conventional hopper. The Iron Bull
Slab Wood Hopper doesn’t bridge and holds much more material. It’s built well
and definitely made for the job.”

- Alvin King, Walnut Acres Sawmill

“We initially bought two hoppers and placed them under one of our chop saw
benches. My employees say they cut clean up time in half. No more clutter.  
We like them so much that we ordered two more for our other chop saw.”

- Ammon King, Creekside Structures

Our large Brahma Bull hoppers are made 

up to 10 yd. capacity.

Sawmills and Pallet Shops

10’ Model
shown

10’ Model shown



Why We Created the Iron Bull Stretch™ Hopper
Reduce Scrap Handling Time - and - Motion Steps

6 ft., 1 yd. “Stretch” Baby Bull on casters paired with a table saw. Scrap slides 

from the saw table, directly into the hopper. The RV manufacturing plant 

mentioned above now owns dozens of Baby Bull “Stretch” Hoppers like this. 

RV Manufacturer Issues A Challenge

In early 2014, a large RV manufacturer in Nappanee, Indiana,

issued a challenge to Iron Bull.

“Build an 8-1/2 ft. wide self-dumping hopper for long scrap, mounted

on casters and made to fit a height flush or slightly lower than their

table saws.” Why?  The manager saw a way to eliminate a small but

unnecessary time-and -motion step for workers.  He recognized it

wasn’t necessary to pick up the scrap by hand to toss it up and over

the side of the tall scrap container 6 feet away for every cut.

Now a standard part of the Iron Bull Hopper line up, and made

specifically for woodshops, Iron Bull “Stretch”Hoppers are 

self-dumping, and engineered for efficient operation and ease 

of use.  Available standard with both ends closed, both ends open

(for longer material) or open one end with back-stop.

Dimensional lumber scrap of almost any length tends to fit 

together in the Iron Bull “Stretch”Hopper without scrap bridging 

up due to pieces settling at odd angles.  This helps fill the hopper 

to capacity reducing the number of trips to the roll-off container 

or dumping area. 

So that is how our Baby Bull “Stretch”Hoppers were born. 

Today many woodworking shops own Iron Bull “Stretch”Hoppers.

Customers frequently tell us, “These hoppers make it so much easier

and faster for handling our long scrap.”
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5 ft. “Stretch” 1/2 yd. Mini Bull designed for tight spaces with optional 

Open-End with Back-Stop, on casters.  (The Mini-Bull is just a smaller version 

of the Baby Bull).

If your shop has lots of 6 foot scrap and only occasionally handles 

material 8 foot or longer, then a 6-foot Baby Bull “Stretch”Open-End 

hopper will work well.  This gives the hopper a smaller footprint without

losing capacity.  No need in taking up that extra shop space with an 

8-foot or longer hopper. 

“Stretch” Hopper, Back-Stop Model
Just toss in the scrap pieces and they almost stack themselves against the rear backstop.

These hoppers tend to fill without bridging to help maximize capacity, reducing dumping

trips. The Open-End with a Back-Stop was designed for when the hopper needs to be

placed to the side of the work station.

Toss
Just toss the scrap in. The
open-end makes it easy.

Bang!
Scrap hits the back-stop.

Nest
Scrap almost aligns itself,
helping fill it full.

6 ft.  Baby Bull “Stretch” Open-End hopper on casters 

with Dump-from-Seat™ option

For “Stretch” Series capacities, see page 2.



Self-Dumping
No need to get off the forktruck to dump scrap because our 

Drop-Bottom™ hoppers are self dumping.  They’re faster, easier 

and safer to use than barrels or unwieldy wooden boxes. 

Now More Floor Space for Other Uses
Iron Bull Drop-Bottom™ hoppers help you maximize use of your floor

space.  With less floor space required for waste hoppers, you free up

space for other uses.  All of our Drop-Bottom™ hoppers are custom

made to size.  Call us to discuss your needs. 

Here is one story of a wooden trash-box emptying as told by

the manager of an up-scale furniture maker in Nappanee, IN.

“Recently as I was coming around the corner of one of 

our buildings, I glanced up just in time to see one of our

wooden trash boxes fall off the fork truck and disappear

into the roll off container.”

This company ended up replacing their wooden boxes with

Iron Bull Hoppers.

Our Drop-Bottom™ customers are sending us repeat 

orders once they experience the space-saving and the ease

of scrap handling with a hopper designed particularly for 

that purpose.
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Simple and

Effective Scrap

Handling

1 cu. yd. Baby Bull standard hopper

25 sq. ft. of floor space
Large footprint because of “dead” space

1 cu. yd. Iron Bull Drop-Bottom™ hopper.

11.5 sq. ft. of floor space
54% less footprint than standard hopper

“Dead” Space

Conventional hopper
- Wasted “Dead” Space
- Large Footprint

Drop-Bottom™ hopper
- No “Dead” Space
- Small Footprint

No “Dead” Space

Iron Bull Drop-Bottom™ hoppers make use of every square inch of floor

space.  You can now put waste hoppers in the tightest of areas wherev-

er you need them to maximize production.  Iron Bull Drop Bottom™

hoppers come as narrow as 20.” You can’t find that anywhere else.

All Drop-Bottom™ hoppers are made to 
our customer’s specs. Order by giving the
inside dimensions. Keep in mind that the
overall dimensions are larger.  To get overall
dimensions, add 8-1/2”to the WIDTH,  
3”to the DEPTH and 2”to the HEIGHT. 
If ordering 4”casters, add an additional 
6-1/4” for overall height.
To calculate capacity:
Take the inside box height  x the width x the
depth in inches.  Divide by 1,728. Then
divide again by 27. This will equal cubic
yard capacity. 

Iron Bull Drop-Bottom™ Hoppersare Designed 
for Super Efficient Space Utilization!

WIDTH
DEPTH

HEIGHT

Put a Hopper Almost Anywhere
For a conventional self-dumping hopper to work properly, the height to

length ratio must be correct.  This is why conventional hoppers will not work

in narrow spaces.  Many woodshops have been using home-made steel or

wooden boxes for these spaces.  They are not easy to handle and can be

dangerous to dump into large containers.  Now, with Iron Bull’s self-dump-

ing Drop-Bottom™ Hoppers (a totally new trash handling concept) trash 

and scrap can be handled in a safe, efficient manner even in tight spaces .  

Because they dump from the bottom, Iron Bull Drop-Bottom™ Hoppers

look boxy, which of course is efficient use of space. Available in a wide

range of sizes starting as narrow as 20” to virtually any length needed.



The Story Behind Our Drop-Bottom Hoppers

4 yd. capacity Drop-Bottom™ hopper at
an aluminum processing plant.

4 yd. Drop-Bottom™ Hoppers
specifically made for 
collecting and dumping 
short aluminum scrap.

Door closes and locks 
automatically when lowered
from the forktruck

4 yd, Drop-Bottom™ hopper being
emptied without leaving the seat
of the forktruck.

Iron Bull’s Drop-Bottom™ 
Saw Dust hoppers hook up 
to your cyclone.

Available with quick disconnect
inlet port

■ Site gauge

■ 16” square hinged access 

door on top

■ Ladder (on large units)

■ Inlet port on top 

(size specified by customer)
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Our customers like this hopper’s gentle emptying action resulting in less dust

“coughing” in the air while being dumped. These hoppers can be dumped

from the forktruck seat.  Capacities available from 3/4 yd. up to 10 yd. 

This successful project sparked interest in the furniture and woodworking

industry for collecting wood scraps.  Most woodworking shops have some

tight areas that do not accommodate a conventional scrap hopper. 

Now, with a much smaller footprint, many woodshops can justify using 

Iron Bull hoppers even in areas with limited space.  Our first Drop-Bottom™ 

customers are giving rave reviews and are ordering their 2nd and 3rd units.

Managers at a large aluminum processing plant asked for a hopper to fit

into tight spaces for collecting short scraps of aluminum. We designed a

hopper where the bottom opens for discharging the scrap.  This is the 

best way to get the most waste handling capacity for small areas.

Company managers saw the advantages of the Drop-Bottom™ hoppers

and immediately ordered more.

“Iron Bull’s Drop-Bottom hoppers are a great
space saver for us. We really like them.”

- Paul Graber, Green City Cabinets, Oden, IN

Owner of (4) Drop-Bottom hoppers.

Iron Bull’s Drop-
Bottom™ Saw
Dust hoppers
hook up to your
cyclone.

Drop-Bottom™ Sawdust Hopper

Saw Dust Hopper Standard Features
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See What Else Our Drop-Bottom™ Hoppers Can Do
Just a few of the many time- and space-saving uses for Iron Bull Drop-Bottom™ Hoppers

Poised for loading
Iron Bull’s EZ-Load Hopper loads firewood, mulch or

other materials from the bottom.

Gentle loading
The operator controls how fast the drop bottom

doors open as the hopper is raised.

Loading complete
All action is controlled from the operators seat.

Faster, easier and safer. No damage, no complaints.

EZ- Load Hopper.  Load firewood or mulch without damaging your customers vehicle.  Different sizes available.

No more man-handling of large bags of plastic trash into the roll-off container.  With the Drop-Bottom™ plastic trash bag hopper , the forktruck operator lifts

the full hopper over the roll-off container and unloads in one smooth motion.  Made for a large RV factory in Topeka, Indiana.

Iron Bull Trash Bag Hopper

7-yard capacity
Dry flowable material like fine coal and ash is loaded

into the top of the hopper.

Unloading

Unloading from the bottom helps reduce 

environmental dust. The operator controls from 

the forktruck how fast the hopper empties.  

No need to get off the forktruck to unload.

Convenient
The Iron Bull Coal and Ash Hopper comes in a 

range of sizes, and can be custom fitted for 

various applications.

Iron Bull Coal and Ash Hopper

Designed and built for a coal burning electricity generation plant along the Ohio River in the Cincinnati, Ohio area.

“Our customers are impressed.”

- Elam Swarey Jr., Parke County Firewood, LLC

Customers love it when you’re easy on their trucks or trailers. With a conventional hopper, you have to be an expert forktruck operator to get it positioned just right. 

But with the new EZ-Load Hopper, almost any operator can load a pickup without sending firewood pieces flying.
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We continue to innovate products to improve 
waste and scrap collection in a quick, safe, and efficient way

Fits any pickup

Made to fit any pickup truck bed for handling 

daily construction site and other debris. Back door

opens for convenient loading height.

Empties from bottom and front

At the debris dump site, the fork truck lifts the 

hopper from the bed, takes it to a roll-off container

or dump site. Empties from bottom and front.

Safe and quick trash handling

Now construction workers don't need to clean 

out daily debris by hand at the end of a hard day's

work.  The automatic Dump-from-Seat™ is standard

for this hopper.

Iron Bull Pickup Truck Hopper.  Much more capacity than a conventional hopper.

An easy way to gather and transport debris around construction sites, farmsteads, golf courses or any place where a forktruck cannot get to.

For working up high

The Iron Bull Job-Hopper™ is a handy piece of 

equipment for working on high vertical surfaces,

like walls and roof eaves. Also use for loading and

lifting roofing shingles or other materials to the 

roof line.

A work platform with siding shelf

The Job-Hopper™ is a multi-purpose work platform

for jobs like siding, windows, trim, gutters and other

work off the ground. The safety railing is OSHA 

compliant.

Always follow the lift capacity ratings and other guidelines of your forktruck or telehandler

when using the Job-Hopper™

Quick and easy switch to a trash hopper

Converts into a waste container in less than 

2 minutes. With the aluminum safety railing and

work shelf removed, you now have a trash hopper

for roofing debris or end-of-day general worksite

clean-up.

Iron Bull Job-Hopper™.  Converts from a work platform to a trash hopper and vice versa in under 2 minutes.

“At the end of the day, our crew is tired and wants to get home as soon as possible. The Iron Bull’s 

Pickup Truck Hopper allows us to quickly and safely, take care of the days construction debris.”

- Beiler Construction, Marshall, Indiana

“Our crew loves the versatility 

of Iron Bull’s Job-Hopper.”

- Mike Miller, M A Construction, Dundee, Ohio

Small Job-Hoppers™ are also available.  Be safe when working on electrical, hydraulic, air lines or other elevated work in your

shop.  Order the Job-Hopper™ kit with your hopper.  Call for more information or ask for a Free brochure on the Job Hopper™.



Iron Bull Mfg. LLC
6064 North 350 East  
Marshall, IN  47859

765-597-2480

Popular options:Options:

Self-Dumping Waste & Scrap Hoppers
Nothing Works Like an Iron Bull to Save Time in a Busy Shop

Bilingual safety labels
All operating instruction and safety decals

are in both English and Spanish.

Safety flip lock
Hopper cannot accidentally dump when

flip lock is engaged.

Hopper safety retaining chain
When not in transit, the safety chain hooks on the hopper to

guard against accidental dumping. When in transit, the safety

chain is fastened on the forktruck mast  keeping the hopper

from sliding off when dumping.

*100% Satisfaction Guarantee policy: Iron Bull Mfg, LLC. If the customer is not satisfied with the Iron Bull product for any reason, Iron Bull Mfg, LLC will refund the full 
purchase price upon return of the hopper within 15 days of the purchase date. The customer will pay all freight charges. If the hopper has been damaged, Iron Bull Mfg, LLC
reserves the right to deduct from the refund any damages that have occurred. This satisfaction guarantee applies to hopper orders of 3 units or less only. Custom built hoppers 
are not returnable. Specifications may change without notice.

We take safety seriously
The dual safety lock system (consisting of the hopper retaining chain and the safety flip lock) 

is standard on all models. Bilingual instruction and safety decals on all models.

Available 
in steel or
phenolic

Paint Color Options:
Iron Bull self-dumping hoppers come standard with a Gray oxide

primer. The following colors are available as an option.
WHITE RED BLUEYELLOW GREEN BLACK

Automatic Push-and-Dump™ Dump From Seat™ latch ropeCasters
A simple addition with a huge effect.

Add ease of movement within your

shop without using a forktruck, saving

on propane and forklift wear and tear.

■ Tapered Slide Box™
(for Economy Models)

■ Stacking feature (not on all models)

■ 1” drainage Hole

■ Crane pick up eyes

■ 3 way fork entry (1/4 to 2 cu yd. only)

■ Hopper floor lock (for use with casters)

■ 3” fork pocket (our standard is 21/2”)

■ Push handle (for use with casters)

■ Bat-Wing™ base

■ Automatic Push-and-Dump™

■ Dump-From-Seat™ latch rope

■ Open-One-End with Back-Stop

■ Open both ends

■ Casters

Each of these options save the operator from getting off the forktruck to dump the

hopper. A great time saver with additional safety.  See page 6 for more details.

Trip it. Dump it. Return it.

100%
Satisfaction
Guarantee

Mini Bull Open-One-End with Back-Stop option on casters Push handle for use with casters

Bat-Wing™ Base

Other Options:
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